
September 10, 2020

Coming Soon...Coming Soon...
Tuesday, Sept. 22 @ 1-2:30 pm - Senior
Virtual College Fair (in Religion Room)

Thursday, Sept. 24 @ 8-9:30 pm - Senior
Parent Virtual College Fair

Tuesday, Sept. 29 @ 6:30-7:30 pm - NHS
Dedication

Thursday, October 1 - Seniors to SAU for
ViewSouthern

Week, October 5-9 - Week of Prayer

Friday, Oct. 9 @ 6:30-8 pm - Vespers (at
Campus Firepit)

Reminder! As part of our COVID protocols, we are
checking attendance every morning. If you are an on-
campus student, but will be absent, tardy, or attending
virtually, please let us know. It is super easy... you can
email attendance@madisonacademy.com or text Mrs.

http://www.madisonacademy.com/


Hamberger or Mrs. Fuentes. (If you don't, we will be hunting for you...
because we care about you!!)

One Month of NEW
Just four weeks ago, we embarked on a NEW
school year. It was "new" in many ways... new
protocols, new challenges, new technology, new
systems. New is scary. New is risky. New is
overwhelming. AND, new is filled with opportunity!

Now, just one month in, it is clear that the Madison
Academy family is choosing to EMBRACE what is
new. We now know how to socially distance, when
to wear a mask, where the hand sanitizer is
located, what to do in case of a tornado, and who
to ask for help on just about every topic. We've got
this!

Is it perfect? No. Are there challenges? Yes. Could it all fall apart tomorrow?
Mercy, I hope not. Do we have improvements to make? Of course. But, for
today, we are rejoicing in the knowledge that one month into the NEW year,
we are (1) engaging synchronously with both on campus and virtual students,
(2) learning from some rock-solid teachers who are committed to being great,
and (3) choosing safe measures that are proving to keep us healthy.

Thank you for embracing the NEW with us. The MA Team of Master Educators
talk daily about how to approach the NEW in creative, hope-filled, solution-
oriented ways. We welcome your ideas.

Sounds Generous!
Our classroom experience keeps improving!! In July, our teachers were
introduced to their new mobile command centers, software platforms on the
Knight Network, and programs that enhance instruction and improve learning.
Then, like every new endeavor, a challenge in our synchronous plan became
evident: hearing! Students could hear the teacher, but class discussion was
limited.

Not to worry. Classrooms now have sound bars the project the virtual
students voices into the room. Next week, special omnidirectional
microphones will be installed in the ceilings so that virtual students can hear
the entire conversation happening anywhere in the classroom.

We again express boundless thanks to the individuals who make great
education possible! We are able to provide quality synchronous education
through the gifts of generous donors who value learning and believe in
growing the Kingdom of God.

If you want to know more about our plans to support learning, improve our
campus, and enrich school programs, please click to email our principal,
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Kris Fuentes.
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We're Here for YOU!

Kristine Fuentes, EdS
Principal
Office: 615-865-4055
Mobile: 615-906-9655
Click to email

Karen Hamberger, MA
Academic Dean
Office: 615-865-4055
Mobile: 615-308-2655
Click to email

Michelle Jones
Business Manager
Click to email
Click to Schedule virtual
mtg or call

Download the School Calendar
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The school calendar is available on our website
MadisonAcademy.com. You can subscribe to the
calendar on your personal devices quite easily. Just click
to link(s) below to add to your account:

MA Event
Calendar

MA Athletic
Calendar

Madison Academy
inspired seeker | empowered scholar | devoted servant

615.865.4055
office@madisonacademy.com
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